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ABSTRACT
We consider Einstein gravity coupled to an n-form field strength in D dimensions. Such
a theory cannot be supersymmetrized in general, we nevertheless propose a pseudo-Killing
spinor equation and show that the AdS×Sphere vacua have the maximum number of pseudo-
Killing spinors, and hence are fully pseudo-supersymmetric. We show that extremal p-
branes and their intersecting configurations preserve fractions of the pseudo-supersymmetry.
We study the integrability condition for general (D,n) and obtain the additional constraints
that are required so that the existence of the pseudo-Killing spinors implies the Einstein
equations of motion. We obtain new pseudo-supersymmetric bubbling AdS5 × S5 spaces
that are supported by a non-self-dual 5-form. This demonstrates that non-supersymmegtric
conformal field theories may also have bubbling states of arbitrary droplets of free fermions
in the phase space. We also obtain an example of less-bubbling AdS geometry in D = 8,
whose bubbling effects are severely restricted by the additional constraint arising from the
integrability condition.
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1 Introduction
The original proposal of the AdS/CFT correspondence [1, 2, 3] is under the framework
of supergravity or superstring. Supersymmetry provides a powerful organization to test
the correspondence. The holographic principle underlying the AdS/CFT correspondence,
however, goes beyond supersymmetry. Application of the AdS/CFT correspondence in non-
supersymmetric gauge theories has been a flourishing research topic since the inception of
the AdS/CFT correspondence.
The AdS/CFT correspondence connects the strongly-coupled gauge theory in the bound-
ary of the anti-de Sitter spacetime (AdS) with classical gravity in the bulk. The key to apply
the correspondence is to construct the appropriate classical gravity background that is dual
to the boundary field theory which is typically impossible to study on its own due to its
strong-coupling nature. The construction of the bulk geometry belongs to the conventional
subject of general relativity. There is a significant advantage of supersymmetry which en-
ables one to construct a large class of BPS solutions that preserve a certain fraction of the
maximum number of the supersymmetry of the theory. For simple supergravities, it was
demonstrated that the assumption of the existence of a Killing spinor, a defining property
of BPS solutions, enables one to derive all the supersymmetric solutions of the theory [4].
Employing the same technique, the most general 12 -BPS solutions in type IIB supergravity
supported by the self-dual 5-form field strength was constructed in [5]. These solutions,
called LLM bubbling AdS spaces, describe smooth geometries asymptotic to AdS5 × S5
and can be reduced to solutions of certain linear Laplace equation with two-dimensional
bubble-like boundary conditions. These smooth geometries are dual to arbitrary droplets
of free fermions in phase space of the dual conformal field theory. Such solutions are very
unlikely to be found without the aid of supersymmetry.
One motivation of this paper is to investigate whether it is possible to construct such
highly non-trivial bubbling geometry in a theory that cannot be supersymmetrized. This
will resolve the issue whether arbitrary free-fermion droplets can also arise in a non-
supersymmetric gauge theory. The bubbling AdS spaces obtained in type IIB supergravity
and M-theory involve very simple field configurations: gravity coupled with the self-dual
5-form or 4-form field strengths respectively. Indeed such a system provides the simplest
origin of the cosmological constant in lower dimensions. We thus consider Einstein gravity
coupled to an n-form field strength in general D dimensions. For specific cases, namely
(D,n) = (11, 4), (10, 5), (6, 3), (5, 2), (4, 2), the system becomes (part of) the bosonic action
of a supersymmetric theory. (To be precise, in 10 and 6 dimensions, supersymmetry requires
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that the 5-form and 3-form be self-dual.) In general, however, the (D,n) system cannot
be made to or part of a supersymmetry theory. Our goal is to investigate whether such
an intrinsically non-supersymmetric system may nevertheless admit solutions with charac-
teristics of BPS solutions in supergravities. For simple cohomogeneity-one classes, it was
known that even the Schwarzschild-AdS black hole can be solved by the super-potential
method in which the second-order differential equations can be successfully reduced to a set
of first-order equations via a super potential [6, 7]. (See also [8].) This suggests that cer-
tain non-supersymmetric systems may exhibit characteristics of supersymmetry; they are
pseudo-supersymmetric. Pseudo-supersymmetry for gravity coupled to scalars were intro-
duced in [9]. Pseudo-supersymmetry for de Sitter “supergravity” was discussed in [10, 11].
In section 2, we introduce a pseudo-Killing spinor equation for the (D,n) system. It
involves one (n − 1)-gamma structure and one (n+ 1)-gamma structure,
DM ǫ+
α˜
(n− 1)!Γ
M1···Mn−1FMM1···Mn−1ǫ+
β˜
n!
ΓM
M1···MnFM1···Mnǫ = 0 , (1.1)
with two constant parameters (α˜, β˜) to be determined, as follows. The (D,n) system admits
two AdS×Sphere vacua with the n-form carries either the electric or the magnetic fluxes.
We can fix the value of α˜ and β˜ up to a relative sign, by requiring that the vacua have
the maximum number of allowed pseudo-Killing spinors. These pseudo-Killing spinors are
tensor products of real Killing spinors in the AdS spaces and spheres. Note that the overall
sign of (α˜, β˜) can be absorbed into the n-form field strength F . We then obtain the explicit
pseudo-Killing spinors for the AdS×Sphere vacua in section 3.
In section 4, we obtained both the electric and magnetic extremal p-branes for the
(D,n) system. We show, by explicit construction, that the existence of the pseudo-Killing
spinors for these solutions fixes the relative sign of (α˜, β˜). This thus fully determines the
pseudo-Killing spinor equation. It turns out that the p-branes all preserve half of the
maximum number of the pseudo-Killing spinors of the vacua. It should be emphasized that
in the special cases mentioned above for which the system can be indeed supersymmetrized,
the pseudo-Killing spinors become real Killing spinors of the supersymmetric theory. The
corresponding brane solutions are the previously-known BPS p-branes in supergravities.
In section 5, we obtain a large class of pair-wise intersecting p-branes, and construct the
corresponding pseudo-Killing spinors.
Even in a supersymmetric theory, the existence of Killing spinor of a bosonic config-
uration does not always imply that it would satisfy the equations of motion. Additional
constraints have to be imposed, e.g. the Killing vector constructed from the Killing spinor
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has to be time-like or null. In section 6, we investigate the integrability condition of the
pseudo-Killing spinor equation for generic (D,n). We obtain additional algebraic quadratic
constraints on the form fields. These constraints, although satisfied by the vacua and p-
branes discussed earlier, give rise to severe restrictions on possible solutions one may have.
For n = 2, 3, 4, 5, there exist critical dimensions in each case, corresponding precisely to
relevant supergravities, where such a restriction vanishes.
For n = 5, the critical dimension is 10 and all the constraints vanish if the 5-form is
self-dual. The resulting theory is then the SL(2, R) singlet of type IIB supergravity. If
we relax the requirement that the 5-form be self-dual, there are extra constraints from the
integrability condition. However, we find that these conditions can be satisfied provided that
the non-vanishing components of the 5-form are restricted to lie in a sub-manifold of seven
dimensions. This property enables us to construct explicitly a new pseudo-supersymmetric
bubbling geometry in the (D,n) = (10, 5) system. The result is presented in section 7.
The 5-form is not self-dual and cannot be made so by adjusting parameters in the solution.
Thus the system is intrinsically non-supersymmetric and cannot be embedded in type IIB
supergravity. Our construction demonstrates that bubbling AdS geometries are not uniquely
possessed by supergravities, and consequently, some strongly-coupled non-supersymmetric
conformal gauge theory in four-dimensions can also have bubbling states, i.e. the arbitrary
droplets of free fermions in the phase space.
In section 8, we construct analogous configurations in (D,n) = (8, 4) to examine the
effect of additional constraints on the bubbling nature of the asymptotic AdS4×S4 geome-
tries. Although the pseudo-Killing spinor equation still leads to a linear Laplace equation,
an additional non-linear constraint has to be imposed from the integrability condition. This
implies that linear supposition of the solutions, the key to the bubbling effect, is no longer
applicable, and the geometry becomes less bubbling. Although we are unable to obtain the
most general solution for the non-linear system, we argue that it is not unreasonable to
expect that additional less-bubbling solutions beyond the vacua may still exist, which may
reveal some specific droplets of free fermions that are allowed in the phase space.
We conclude our paper in section 9. Appendices A and B are detail construction of the
bubbling and less-bubbling geometries presented in sections 7 and 8 respectively.
4
2 The theory and pseudo-Killing spinors
The theory we consider throughout this paper is the Einstein-Hilbert action coupled to an
n-form field strength. The Lagrangian is given by
L = √−g
(
R− 1
2n!
F 2(n)
)
, (2.1)
where F(n) = dA(n−1). The Bianchi identity and the equation of motion for the n-form are
dF(n) = 0 −→ ∂[MFM1M2···Mn] = 0 ,
d∗F(n) = 0 −→
1√−g ∂M1F
M1M2···Mn = 0 . (2.2)
The Einstein equations of motion are given by
RMN =
1
2 (n− 1)!
(
F 2MN −
n− 1
n(D − 2)F
2gMN
)
. (2.3)
The system admits AdSn×SD−n and AdSD−n×Sn vacuum solutions, carrying electric and
magnetic fluxes respectively. The AdSn × SD−n solution is given by
ds2D = ds
2
AdSn + dΣ
2
D−n , F(n) =
2λd√
∆
ωAdSn , (2.4)
where ds2AdSn and dΣ
2
D−n are metrics for AdSn and S
D−n respectively, with
Rµν = −(n− 1)λ2gµν , Rij = d˜λ˜2gij , λd = λ˜d˜ , (2.5)
and ωAdSn is the volume form for ds
2
AdSn
. Note that for convenience, we have introduced
d = n− 1 , d˜ = D − n− 1 , ∆ = 2dd˜
D − 2 . (2.6)
The AdSD−n × Sn solution is given by
ds2D = ds
2
AdSD−n
+ dΣ2n , F(n) =
2λ˜d˜√
∆
ωSn , (2.7)
where
Rµν = −d˜λ˜2gµν , Rij = dλ2gij , λd = λ˜d˜ . (2.8)
We now introduce a spinor ǫˆ that satisfies the following equation
DM ǫˆ+
α˜
(n− 1)!Γ
M1···Mn−1FMM1···Mn−1 ǫˆ+
β˜
n!
ΓM
M1···MnFM1···Mn ǫˆ = 0 , (2.9)
where DM is covariant derivative defined by
DM ǫˆ ≡ ∂M ǫˆ+ 14 (ωM )abΓabǫˆ . (2.10)
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The constant parameters (α˜, β˜) are to be determined. For vanishing F , the equation (2.9)
defines the standard Killing spinors in Ricci-flat backgrounds. Just as the standard Ricci-
flat Killing spinors which may exist in a non-supersymmetric theory, the definition of our
generalized Killing spinor does not have to depend on whether the theory (2.1) can be
supersymmetrized or not. However, we wish that there exist solutions of (2.1) that admit
the generalized Killing spinors. In particular, we impose a condition that (2.9) gives rise to
the maximum number of generalized Killing spinors for both the AdS×Sphere vacua, which
are tensor products of real Killing spinors in the AdS and sphere spaces. In section 3, we
show by explicit construction, that existence of maximum number of allowed such spinors
in the AdS×Sphere vacua enables us to fix the parameters α˜ and β˜, given by
α˜ = i[(n+1)/2]
√
∆
4d
, dα˜+ d˜β˜ = 0 , (2.11)
To be precise, the parameters (α˜, β˜) can be fixed by this consideration up to a relative sign.
(The overall sign of (α˜, β˜) can be absorbed in to F .) The given relative sign in the above
equation is actually fixed later in section 4, by requiring that extremal p-branes also admit
the generalized Killing spinors.
Since the theory (2.1) are generically non-supersymmetric, we shall call the spinors
satisfying (2.9) pseudo-Killing spinors. In special cases such as (D,n) =(11,4), (10,5), (6,3),
(5,2), (4,2), the pseudo-Killing spinors become real ones. (Appropriate chirality conditions
must be imposed in even dimensions.) In this paper, we construct solutions of the theory
(2.1) with pseudo-Killing spinors. We call these solutions pseudo-supersymmetric.
3 Pseudo-Killing spinors in AdS×Sphere
In section 2, we introduce the concept of pseudo-Killing spinors for the theory (2.1) in
arbitrary dimensions. We remarked that the parameters α˜ and β˜ in (2.9) are fixed, up
to a relative sign, so that the AdS×Sphere solutions (2.4) and (2.7) have the maximum
number of pseudo-Killing spinors. In this section, we demonstrate this by obtaining the
pseudo-Killing spinors explicitly. The analysis for pseudo-Killing spinors in AdS×Sphere
vacua resembles that for real Killing spinors in such vacua in supergravities [12]. The full
spacetime indices (M,N, · · · ) are now split into (µ, ν, · · · ) and (i, j, · · · ) which are indices
for the AdS and sphere respectively. Since the decomposition of the D-dimensional gamma
matrices into those of n and (D − n) dimensions depends on whether n and (D − n) are
odd or even numbers, there are four cases [12] to consider.
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Case 1: (n,D − n) =(even, odd)
In this case, the gamma matrices can be decomposed as follows
Γˆµ = Γµ ⊗ 1l , Γˆi = γ ⊗ Γi , (3.1)
where γ is the chirality operator formed from the product of the Γµ matrices, satisfying
γ2 = 1. Thus we may have
γ = i(n−2)/2Γ01···(n−1) . (3.2)
We find that the pseudo-Killing spinor in the AdSn × SD−n vacuum is given by
ǫˆ = ǫ⊗ η , (3.3)
where ǫ and η are real Killing spinors in the AdSn and S
D−n respectively, satisfying
AdSn : Dµǫ =
iλ
2
γΓµǫ ,
SD−n : Diη = ± i λ˜
2
Γiη . (3.4)
Explicit construction of Killing spinors in AdS space-times and spheres can be found in
[13, 12].
For the AdSD−n × Sn vacuum, the gamma matrix decomposition is given by
Γˆµ = Γµ ⊗ γ , Γˆi = 1l⊗ Γi , (3.5)
with
γ = in/2Γ1˜2˜···n˜ . (3.6)
The pseudo-Killing spinor again takes the form (3.3), but with
AdSD−n : Dµǫ =
λ˜
2
Γµǫ ,
Sn : Diη =
λ
2
γΓiη . (3.7)
Case 2: (n,D − n) =(odd, even)
The exercise is analogous to the previous one, and we shall present just the results
AdSn × SD−n : Γˆµ = Γµ ⊗ γ , Γˆi = 1l⊗ Γi ,
γ = i(D−n)/2Γ1˜2˜···(D−n) , i[(n+1)/2]Γ01···(n−1) = −1 ,
Dµǫ =
λ
2
Γµǫ , Diη =
λ˜
2
γΓiη ;
AdSD−n × Sn : Γˆµ = Γµ ⊗ 1l , Γˆi = γ ⊗ Γi ,
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γ = i(D−n)/2Γ1˜2˜···(D−n) , i[(n+1)/2]Γ1˜2˜···n˜ = −i ,
Dµǫ =
i λ˜
2
γΓµǫ , Diη =
iλ
2
Γiη . (3.8)
Case 3: (n,D − n) =(even, even)
There are two ways to decompose the gamma matrices. The first is given by
Γˆµ = Γµ ⊗ 1l , Γˆi = γ ⊗ Γi . (3.9)
In this case, the pseudo-Killing spinors for the electric AdS×Sphere metrics take the same
form as those given in case 1; those for the magnetic solutions take the same form as those
given in case 2.
Alternatively, we can decompose the gamma matrix as follows
Γˆµ = Γµ ⊗ γ , Γˆi = 1l⊗ Γi . (3.10)
The pseudo-Killing spinors then take the same form as those given in case 2 for the electric
solutions and case 1 for the magnetic solutions.
Case 4: (n,D − n) =(odd, odd)
In this case, the gamma matrices are decomposed as follows
Γˆµ = σ1 ⊗ Γµ ⊗ 1l , Γˆi = σ2 ⊗ 1l⊗ Γi , (3.11)
where σ1 and σ2 are Pauli matrices. For the electric AdSn × S(D−n) solution, the pseudo-
Killing spinors take the form as
ǫˆ = 1l⊗ ǫ⊗ η , (3.12)
where
Dµǫ =
λ
2
Γµǫ , Diη =
i λ˜
2
Γiη . (3.13)
For the magnetic AdSD−n × Sn solution, the pseudo-Killing spinors take the same form,
but with λ and λ˜ switched.
Thus we have demonstrated that the AdS×Sphere vacuum solutions of (2.1) admit the
maximum number of the pseudo-Killing spinors, defined by (2.9). It should be remarked
however that the existence of the pseudo-Killing spinors for these solutions does not fix the
relative sign of the parameters α˜ and β˜. The relation dα˜− d˜β˜ = 0, instead of the one given
in (2.11), works equally well, provided that the orientations of the Killing spinors in AdS
and spheres are adjusted appropriately. However, the relative sign choice in (2.11) can be
fixed by requiring that extremal p-brane solitons also admit pseudo-Killing spinors. We
shall discuss this in the next section.
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4 Pseudo-supersymmetric p-branes
4.1 Electric branes
The Lagrangian (2.1) admits electrically-charged (n−2)-brane, for which the full spacetime
(xM ) is split into the d = n− 1 dimensional world volume with coordinates xµ and (D− d)
dimensional transverse space with coordinates ym. The solution is given by
ds2 = e2Adxµdxµ + e
2Bdyidyi , e2A = H−2/d , e2B = H2/d˜ ,
F(n) =
2√
∆
dH−1 ∧ dt ∧ dx1 ∧ · · · dxn−2 , (4.1)
where H is a harmonic function in the flat transverse space ds2D−d = dy
idyi. (See, e.g.
[14].)
We now calculate the pseudo-Killing spinor for this bosonic p-brane background. A
convenient choice for the metric in (4.1) is given by
eµ¯ = eAdxµ , ei¯ = eBdyi . (4.2)
Here we use barred letters to denote the tangent flat indices. The non-vanishing components
of the corresponding spin connection are given by
ωµ¯i¯ = e
−B∂iAeµ¯ , ωi¯j¯ = e
−B(∂jBei¯ − ∂iBe−j¯) . (4.3)
Thus the covariant derivative on the spinor ǫ is given by
Dǫ = dǫ+ 12∂i¯Ae
µ¯Γµ¯i¯ǫ+
1
2∂i¯B e
j¯Γj¯i¯ǫ . (4.4)
The non-vanishing components of the field strength are given by
Fi¯µ¯1···µ¯n−1 = −
2√
∆
H−1∂i¯Hǫµ¯1···µ¯n−1 . (4.5)
Substituting these into the generalized Killing spinor equation (2.9), we have
(∂i¯ǫ− 12∂i¯AΓǫ) + 12Γi¯j¯∂j¯B(1− Γ)ǫ = 0 , (4.6)
∂µ¯ǫ+
1
2∂i¯AΓµ¯¯i(1− Γ)ǫ = 0 , (4.7)
where
Γ ≡ i
[(n+1)/2]
(n− 1)! ǫµ¯1···µ¯n−1Γ
µ¯1···µ¯n−1 . (4.8)
Thus the generalized Killing spinor is given by
ǫ = e
1
2
Aǫ0 , (4.9)
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where ǫ0 is a constant spinor, satisfying the projection
Γǫ0 = ǫ0 . (4.10)
Owing to this projection, the number of pseudo-Killing spinors is half of the maximum
number possessed by the vacua discussed in the previous section. Thus the extremal p-
branes are half pseudo-BPS solutions.
It should be pointed out that if we had dα˜−d˜β˜ = 0, instead of the relation given in (2.11),
the (1−Γ) factor in (4.6) would become (1+Γ), and hence there could be no pseudo-Killing
spinors. Thus the existence of pseudo-Killing spinors for the extremal p-branes determines
the relative sign choice between α˜ and β˜.
4.2 Magnetic branes
The Lagrangian (2.1) also admits magnetically-charged (D−n−2)-brane, for which the full
spacetime (xM ) is split into the d˜ = D − n− 1 dimensional world volume with coordinates
xµ and (D− d˜) dimensional transverse space with coordinates ym. The solution is given by
ds2 = e2Adxµdxµ + e
2Bdyidyi , e2A = H−
2
d˜ , e2B = H
2
d ,
F(n) =
2√
∆
∗dH−1 ∧ dt ∧ dx1 ∧ · · · dxd˜−1 , (4.11)
where ∗ denontes the Hodge dual and H is a harmonic function in the flat transverse space
ds2
D−d˜ = dy
idyi. As in the electric branes, the pseudo-Killing spinors can also be obtained.
They take the same form as (4.9) and (4.10), except that now the projection operator is
given by
Γ ≡ i
[n/2]
(n− 1)! ǫ¯i1···¯in−1Γ
i¯1···¯in−1 . (4.12)
5 Pseudo-supersymmetric intersecting branes
For the right conditions, the p-brane solutions obtained in the previous section can intersect
with each other. Here we shall consider only the harmonic intersection where each ingredient
component is described by its harmonic function in a straightforward way. Harmonic inter-
sections of supersymmetric p-branes was obtained in [15, 17, 16]. We shall present in the
following subsections the pair-wise intersections, from which all possible multi-intersections
can be built straightforwardly.
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5.1 Electric/electric intersection
The full spacetime is split into four categories: k-dimensional overall world volume xµ,
2(d − k)-dimensional relative spaces (uα, vα) and the remaining (D − 2d + k)-dimensional
overall transverse space yi. The ansatz is given by
ds2 = (H1H2)
− 2
ddxµdxµ +H
− 2
d
1 H
2
d˜
2 du
αduα +H
2
d˜
1 H
− 2
d
2 dv
αdvα + (H1H2)
2
d˜dyidyi ,
F(n) =
2√
∆
(
dH−11 ∧ d(k)x ∧ d(d−k)u+ dH−12 ∧ d(k)x ∧ d(d−k)v
)
, (5.1)
where H1 and H2 are harmonic functions of the y space, namely
~yH1 = 0 , ~yH2 = 0 . (5.2)
This ansatz satisfies the full set of equations of motion of the Lagrangian (2.1) provided
that
d2
D − 2 = k = positive integers . (5.3)
Applying this to M-theory or type IIB supergravity, we conclude that the M2/M2 intersec-
tion intersection gives rise to a black hole (k = 1) and D3/D3 intersection gives rise to a
string (k = 1). Although there is an infinite number of solutions to (5.3), the dimensions D
rise rapidly. The next example is (D, d, k) = (14, 6, 3), corresponding to the 5/5-intersection
in 16 dimensions that gives rise to a 2-brane.
The pseudo-Killing spinors can also be calculated easily, which satisfy the following two
projections
Γ˜ǫ = ǫ , Γ̂ǫ = ǫ , (5.4)
where
Γ˜ = Γ01···(k−1)Γk···(d−k−1) , Γ̂ = Γ01···(k−1)Γ(d−k)···(2d−k−1) . (5.5)
For Γ˜ and Γ̂ to have common eigenvalues, they must commute, which implies that
d− k = even . (5.6)
5.2 Electric/magnetic intersection
The full spacetime is split into four categories: k˜-dimensional overall world volume xµ,
(d + d˜ − 2k˜)-dimensional relative spaces (uα, vβ) and the remaining (k˜ + 2)-dimensional
overall transverse space yi. The indices α and β run (d− k˜) and (d˜− k˜) values. The ansatz
is given by
ds2 = H
− 2
d
1 H
− 2
d˜
2 dx
µdxµ +H
− 2
d
1 H
2
d
2 du
αduα +H
2
d˜
1 H
− 2
d˜
2 dv
βdvβ +H
2
d˜
1 H
2
d
2 dy
idyi ,
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F(n) =
2√
∆
(
dH−11 ∧ d(k˜)x ∧ d(d−k˜)u+ ∗dH−12 ∧ d(k˜)x ∧ d(d˜−k˜)v
)
, (5.7)
where H1 and H2 are harmonic functions of the y space. The ansatz satisfies the full set of
equations of motion of the Lagrangian (2.1) provided that
dd˜
D − 2 = k˜ = positive integers . (5.8)
Applying this to M-theory, we conclude that the M2/M5 intersection intersection gives
rise to a string (k˜ = 2). There are two independent projection gamma matrix operators
associated with the electric and magnetic brane components for pseudo-Killing spinors.
These two projectors have to commute, yielding to the following additional condition
k˜ = even . (5.9)
5.3 Magnetic/magnetic intersection
The full spacetime is split again into four categories: kˆ-dimensional overall world volume
xµ, 2(d˜− kˆ)-dimensional relative spaces (uα, vα) and the remaining (D−2d˜+ kˆ)-dimensional
overall transverse space yi. The ansatz is given by
ds2 = (H1H2)
− 2
d˜dxµdxµ +H
− 2
d˜
1 H
2
d
2 du
αduα +H
2
d
1 H
− 2
d˜
2 dv
αdvα + (H1H2)
2
ddyidyi ,
F(n) =
2√
∆
∗
(
dH−11 ∧ d(kˆ)x ∧ d(d˜−kˆ)u+ dH−12 ∧ d(k˜)x ∧ d(d˜−kˆ)v
)
, (5.10)
where H1 and H2 are harmonic functions of the y space. The ansatz satisfies the full set of
equations of motion of the Lagrangian (2.1) provided that
d˜2
D − 2 = kˆ = positive integers . (5.11)
Applying this to M-theory, we conclude that the M5/M5 intersection gives rise to a 3-brane
(k = 4). As in the previous examples, the existence of pseudo-Killing spinors requires an
additional condition
d˜− kˆ = even . (5.12)
It should be remarked that since k + k˜ = d and kˆ + k˜ = d˜. The conditions for the
possibility of harmonic intersection for the electric/electric, electric/magnetic and mag-
netic/magnetic cases are either satisfied for all or none. The same is the true for the exis-
tence of the pseudo-Killing spinors for these solutions. For the intersections with pseudo-
supersymmetry, the preserved fraction of the pseudo-Killing spinors is 14 .
Having obtain the pair-wise intersections of the electric and magnetic p-branes, it is
straightforward to construct all possible multi-intersections.
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6 Integrability conditions
In the previous sections, we introduced pseudo-Killings spinors for the theory (2.1) and
then obtained large classes of solutions including p-branes and intersecting p-branes that
preserve a certain fraction of pseudo-Killing spinors. In these solutions, the equations of
motion are solved without making use of the pseudo-Killing spinor equations, but we verify
that pseudo-Killing spinors exist in these backgrounds.
The purpose of introducing pseudo-Killing spinors is to help us to obtain new solutions
that may otherwise not be possible to construct. The pseudo-Killing spinor equations can
reduce the second-order equations to those of the first order. However, the success of obtain-
ing pseudo-supersymmetric p-branes in earlier sections should not give a wrong impression
that the existence of a pseudo-Killing spinor of a bosonic ansatz is sufficient for it to satisfy
the full set of equations of motion. It is advantageous to obtain the integrability condi-
tion for the pseudo-Killing spinor equation. The pseudo-Killing spinor equation together
with the integrability condition enables us to construct complicated new solutions without
having to verify explicitly the complicated Einstein equations of motion. We start with
discussion for general (D,n) in the following subsection and then go on to specific cases in
the subsequent subsection.
6.1 General analysis
Here, we change the notation and express the pseudo-Killing spinor equation as
DMη + b
(
ΓM
M1M2...Mn − aδM1M ΓM2...Mn
)
FM1M2...Mnη = 0 . (6.1)
The constants (a, b) can be read off from (2.9) and (2.11), but are left arbitrary for now.
The integrability condition is given by
D[NDM ]η = T
(1)
NM + T
(2)
NM , (6.2)
where T (1) and T (2) are anti-symmetric tensors proportional to the n-form field strength in
linear and quadratic fashions respectively,
T (1)NM = −b
(
Γ[MΓ
M1M2...Mn − (a+ n)δM1[M ΓM2...Mn
) (∇N ]FM1M2...Mn) η ,
T (2)NM = b
2
[
(−1)nΓMNΓM1M2...MnΓN1N2...Nn
−(a+ 3n)(−1)nΓ[MδM1N ] ΓM2...MnΓN1N2...Nn
−(a+ n)Γ[MδN1N ]ΓM1M2...MnΓN2...Nn
−2(n − 1)(a+ n)(−1)nδM1M δM2N ΓM3...MnΓN1N2...Nn
13
+(a+ n)2δM1[M δ
N1
N ]Γ
M2...MnΓN2...Nn
]
FM1M2...MnFN1N2...Nnη , (6.3)
Contracting (6.2) with ΓN , the left-hand side gives
4ΓND[NDM ]η = RMNΓ
N . (6.4)
The right-hand side gives much more complicated expressions
ΓNT (1)NM =
b
2(n+1)dFNM1M2...Mn
(
ΓM
NM1M2...Mn − n+1n aδ
[N
M Γ
M1M2...Mn]
)
η
+(−1)nD b2 (∗d ∗ F )M2...Mn
(
nΓM
M2...Mn − (n− 1)aδM2M ΓM3...Mn
)
η
− b2
(
n−1
n a−D + n+ 1
)∇MFM1M2...MnΓM1M2...Mnη , (6.5)
and
ΓNT (2)NM = b
2
[ [n2 ]∑
k=0
(−1) 12 (n+1)n−k((n− 1)!)2
(n− 2k)!((2k)!)2 n[2ka− n(D − 2k − n− 1)]
×δM1N1 . . . δ
Mn−2k
Nn−2k
ΓM
Mn−2k+1...Mn
Nn−2k+1...NnFM1...MnF
N1...Nn
+
[n−1
2
]∑
k=0
(−1) 12 (n−2)(n−1)−k((n − 1)!)2
(n− 2k − 1)!(2k)!(2k + 1)!
×
(
(2k − n+ 1)a2 + 4kna+ n2(n+ 2k −D + 1)
)
×δM2N2 . . . δ
Mn−2k
Nn−2k
ΓMn−2k+1...MnN1Nn−2k+1...NnFMM2...MnF
N1N2...Nn
+
[n
2
]−1∑
k=0
(−1) 12 (n+1)n−k((n− 1)!)2
(n − 2k − 2)!(2k + 1)!(2k + 2)!
×
(
(2k + 2)a2 + n(2n−D)a− 2n2(k + 1)
)
×δM2N2 . . . δ
Mn−2k−1
Nn−2k−1
ΓMn−2k ...MnN1Nn−2k...NnFMM2...MnF
N1N2...Nn
]
η . (6.6)
The vanishing of the last term in (6.5) requires that
a =
n(D − n− 1)
n− 1 . (6.7)
Note that this condition fixes the relative sign and ratio between (α˜, β˜) in (2.9) and (2.11).
Assemble the three structures (6.4), (6.5) and (6.6), the term with single gamma matrix is
[
RMN+4b
2n!(−1) 12 (n+1)n
(
(D−n−1)gMNF 2+
(1− n
n
a2+n(n−D+1))F 2MN)]ΓNη . (6.8)
The factor in the square-bracket is related to the Einstein’s equation of motion provided
that
b2 = (−1) 12 (n+1)n n− 1
8(D − 2)(D − n− 1)(n!)2 . (6.9)
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Note that the pseudo-Killing spinor equation (6.1) with the constants (a, b) determined by
(6.7) and (6.9) above is precisely the same one given in (2.9) and (2.11), determined by
examining the vacuum and p-brane solutions. The integrability condition now reduces to
[
RMN +
n−1
2(D−2)(n!)gMNF
2 − 12(n−1)!F 2MN
]
ΓNη
− 2bn+1dFNM1M2...Mn
(
ΓM
NM1M2...Mn − (n+1)(D−n−1)n−1 δ
[N
M Γ
M1M2...Mn]
)
η
−(−1)nD2nb(∗d ∗ F )M2...Mn
(
ΓM
M2...Mn − (D − n− 1)δM2M ΓM3...Mn
)
η
− 12(D−2)(D−n−1)
[n
2
]∑
k=1
(−1)k
(n−2k)!((2k)!)2
[
(2k − n+ 1)D + (n2 − 4k − 1)
]
×δM1N1 . . . δ
Mn−2k
Nn−2k
ΓM
Mn−2k+1...Mn
Nn−2k+1...NnFM1...MnF
N1...Nnη
− 12(D−n−1)(n−1)
[n−1
2
]∑
k=1
(−1)k+1
(n−2k−1)!(2k)!(2k+1)!
[
(2k − n+ 1)D + (n2 − 4k − 1)
]
×δM2N2 . . . δ
Mn−2k
Nn−2k
ΓMn−2k+1...MnN1Nn−2k+1...NnFMM2...MnF
N1N2...Nnη
+ D−2n2(D−2)(D−n−1)(n−1)
[n
2
]−1∑
k=0
(−1)k
(n−2k−2)!(2k+1)!(2k+2)!
[
(2k − n+ 3)D + (n2 − 4k − 5)
]
×δM2N2 . . . δ
Mn−2k−1
Nn−2k−1
ΓMn−2k...MnN1Nn−2k ...NnFMM2...MnF
N1N2...Nnη = 0 . (6.10)
Thus we see that even if we substitute the full set of equations of motion (2.2-2.3), there
are still many terms that are not vanishing. These terms are quadratic in F , giving rise
to additional algebraic conditions for a bosonic configuration to satisfy the equations of
motion. A careful analysis shows that for the vacuum or p-brane solutions discussed earlier,
these algebraic constraints indeed vanish, as we would have expected.
Generically, in order for these extra contraints to vanish, we must have, for all possible
k > 0, that
D =
n2 − 4k − 1
n− 2k − 1 . (6.11)
This clearly cannot be satisfied in general. We may consider the case where the above
condition is satisfied for the lowest value of k, namely k = 1. Then we have
D =
n2 − 5
n− 3 = n+ 3 +
4
n− 3 . (6.12)
The only integer solutions are (n,D) = (4, 11), (5, 10), (7, 11). The third case is Hodge dual
to the first, and hence we shall not consider it further.
It is worth mentioning that simplification occurs when D = 2n and n is odd. We can
further impose the self-duality condition, the integrability condition becomes
[
RMN − 1
2(n− 1)!F
2
MN
]
ΓNη
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− 2b
n+ 1
dFNM1M2...Mn
(
ΓM
NM1M2...Mn − (n+ 1)δ[NM ΓM1M2...Mn]
)
η
−2nb(∗d ∗ F )M2...Mn
(
ΓM
M2...Mn − (n− 1)δM2M ΓM3...Mn
)
η
− 1
4(n− 1)2
[n
2
]∑
k=1
(−1)k
(n − 2k)!((2k)!)2
[
2n(2k − n+ 1) + (n2 − 4k − 1)
]
×δM2N2 . . . δ
Mn−2k
Nn−2k
ΓMn−2k+1...MnN1Nn−2k+1...NnFMM2...MnF
N1N2...Nnη = 0 .(6.13)
6.2 Critical dimensions for n = 5, 4, 3, 2
In this section, we examine the integrability condition case by case for n = 5, 4, 3, 2.
n = 5
The integrability condition for n = 5 in arbitrary dimensions is given by[
RMN − 1
2(4!)
F 2MN +
2
(5!)(D − 2)gMNF
2
]
ΓNη
− i6!
√
2
(D−6)(D−2)dFNM1M2M3M4M5
(
ΓM
NM1M2M3M4M5− 53(D − 6)δNMΓM1M2M3M4M5
)
η
− i4!
√
2
(D−6)(D−2)(∗d ∗ F )M1M2M3M4
(
ΓM
M1M2M3M4 − (D − 6)δM1M ΓM2M3M4
)
η
+ 2
(5!)2(D−6)(D−2)
[
− 100ΓMM2M3M4M5N2N3N4N5FM1M2M3M4M5FM1N2N3N4N5
−300(D − 10)ΓMM4M5N4N5FM1M2M3M4M5FM1M2M3N4N5
+5(D − 2)ΓM2M3M4M5N1N2N3N4N5FMM2M3M4M5FN1N2N3N4N5
+100(D − 10)ΓM3M4M5N1N3N4N5FMM2M3M4M5FN1M2N3N4N5
+75(D − 2)(D − 10)ΓM4M5N1N4N5FMM2M3M4M5FN1M2M3N4N5
+150(D − 10)2ΓM5N1N5FMM2M3M4M5FN1M2M3M4N5
]
η = 0 . (6.14)
Thus, we see that in general dimensions, the equations of motion are necessary condi-
tions for the integrability condition, but not sufficient. Additional constraints have to be
imposed. As one would have expected, these constraints are satisfied in the case of pseudo-
supersymmetric p-branes and intersecting branes discussed in the previous sections.
The integrability condition (6.14) clearly implies that D = 10 is the critical dimension
for n = 5, where many of the constraints vanish. For D = 10, the integrability simplifies
significantly[
RMN − 1
2(4!)
F 2MN +
2
(5!)(D − 2)gMNF
2
]
ΓNη
− i
4(6!)
dFNM1M2M3M4M5
(
ΓM
NM1M2M3M4M5 − 20
3
δNMΓ
M1M2M3M4M5
)
η
− i
4(4!)
(∗d ∗ F )M1M2M3M4
(
ΓM
M1M2M3M4 − 4δM1M ΓM2M3M4
)
η
+
1
4(4!)(5!)
[
− 5ΓMM2M3M4M5N2N3N4N5FM1M2M3M4M5FM1N2N3N4N5
16
+2ΓM2M3M4M5N1N2N3N4N5FMM2M3M4M5FN1N2N3N4N5
]
η = 0 . (6.15)
True Killing spinors arise when the 5-form is self-dual, for which the theory becomes
part of type IIB supergravity. In this case, we have
ǫMNM2M3M4M5N2N3N4N5FM1[M2M3M4M5F
M1
N2N3N4N5]
∼ F [MM2M3M4M5FN ]M2M3M4M5 = 0 , (6.16)
as well as
ΓM2M3M4M5N1N2N3N4N5FMM2M3M4M5FN1N2N3N4N5η
= −5!FMM2M3M4M5FNM2M3M4M5ΓNη . (6.17)
Here we have imposed the chirality condition
Γη = η , Γ = Γ012···9 . (6.18)
After imposing the chirality condition, the integrability condition becomes
0 =
[
RMN − 1
4!
F 2MN
]
ΓNη
− i
4(6!)
dFNM1M2M3M4M5
(
ΓM
NM1M2M3M4M5 − 203 δNMΓM1M2M3M4M5
)
η
− i
4(4!)
(∗d∗F )M1M2M3M4
(
ΓM
M1M2M3M4 − 4δM1M ΓM2M3M4
)
η . (6.19)
This result was obtained in [18, 19]. Thus for bosonic ansatz with dF = 0 = d∗F , the
existence of a Killing spinor η that gives rise to a time-like Killing vector, namely
ξM = η¯ΓMη , ξMξM < 0 , (6.20)
implies the Einstein equations of motion. It is of interest to point out that the 9-gamma
structure, which is dual to single-gamma (6.17), doubles the contribution of the energy-
momentum tensor associated with the self-dual 5-form.
For our non-supersymmetric theory where the 5-form is not self-dual, if the extra con-
ditions
FM1[M2M3M4M5F
M1
N2N3N4N5] = 0 , FM [M2M3M4M5FN1N2N3N4N5] = 0 . (6.21)
are satisfied, then the pseudo-Killing spinor equation plus dF = d∗F = 0 will also automat-
ically imply the Einstein equations of motion. The conditions (6.21) can be easily satisfied
if the non-vanishing components of the 5-form are restricted to a sub-manifold with di-
mensions less than or equal to seven. This enables us to construct new pseudo-symmetric
bubbling AdS spaces in section 7.
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n = 4:
we find that the integrability condition becomes[
RMN − 1
12
(
F 2MN −
3
4(D − 2)gMNF
2
)]
ΓNη
− 1
2(5!)
√
6
(D−5)(D−2)dFNM1M2M3M4
(
ΓM
NM1M2M3M4 − 53 (D − 5)δ
[N
M Γ
M1M2M3M4]
)
η
− 1
2
√
6(D−5)(D−2) (∗d ∗ F )M1M2M3
(
ΓM
M1M2M3 − (D − 5)δM2M ΓM3M4
)
η
−49(D + 7)b2F[M1M2M3M4FN1N2N3N4]
(
3ΓM
M1M2M3M4N1N2N3N4
−4(D − 8)δM1M ΓM2M3M4N1N2N3N4
)
η
+643 b
2(D − 11)(D − 2)FMM2M3M4FN1N2N3M4ΓM2M3N1N2N3η (6.22)
+32b2(D − 11)FM1M2M3M4FN1N2M3M4
(
2(D − 8)δM1M ΓM2N1N2−3ΓMM1M2N1N2
)
η = 0 .
In general, the requirement of the vanishing of the last three terms gives some additional
algebraic constraints that are outside of the equations of motion.
It is clear that the critical dimension for n = 4 is D = 11, for which the last two terms
vanish. The third last term can now be expressed as
The third last term = 172 ∗ (F ∧ F )M5M6M7
[
ΓM
M5M6M7 − 6δM5M ΓM6M7
]
(6.23)
To derive the above identity at D = 11, we have used
Γ0Γ1 · · ·Γ10 = 1 , ΓM1...Mk =
(−1)k(k−1)2
(11− k)! ǫN1...N(11−k)M1...MkΓ
N1...N(11−k) . (6.24)
Thus the integrability condition for D = 11 becomes [20, 21]
0 =
(
RMN − 1
2(3!)
F 2MN +
1
6(4!)
gMNF
2
)
ΓNη
− 1
6!
dFNM1M2M3M4
(
ΓM
NM1M2M3M4 − 10δ[NM ΓM1M2M3M4]
)
η
− 136 ∗
(
d ∗ F − 12F ∧ F
)
M1M2M3
(ΓM
M2M3M4 − 6δM2M ΓM3M4)η . (6.25)
This integrability condition implies that the proper equation of motion for the 4-form is
d∗F = 12F ∧ F . (6.26)
The origin of the self-interaction of the 4-form is the FFA term
LFFA = 16F ∧ F ∧A (6.27)
of eleven-dimensional supergravity. Thus we see that for n = 4 in D = 11, the pseudo-
Killing spinor is promoted to become the real Killing spinor of D = 11 supergravity.
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For D 6= 11, the consistency between the existence of a pseudo-Killing spinor and the
equations of motion requires additional constraints associated with the vanishing of the
last three terms in (6.22). The AdS×Sphere vacua, the p-brane and intersecting p-branes
discussed earlier satisfy these constraints. In section 8, we shall consider a specific example
in D = 8 and demonstrate that the effect of these constraints is to restrict severely the
bubbling nature of the AdS geometry.
n = 3:
We find that the integrability condition is given by
[
RMN − 14F 2MN + 16(D−2)gMNF 2
]
ΓNη
− 14!
√
1
(D−4)(D−2)dFNM1M2M3
(
ΓM
NM1M2M3 − 2(D − 4)δ[NM ΓM1M2M3]
)
η
− (−1)
D
2
√
(D − 4)(D − 2)(∗d ∗ F )M1M2
(
ΓM
M1M2 − (D − 4)δM1M ΓM2
)
η
+72b2FM1[M2M3F
M1
N2N3]
[
ΓM
M2M3N2N3 − (D − 6)δM2M ΓM3N2N3
]
η
−12b2(D − 2)ΓM2M3N1N2N3FMM2M3FN1N2N3η = 0 . (6.28)
In the above derivation, we have used
FM1[M2M3F
M1
N2N3] = FM1M2[M3F
M1
N2N3] . (6.29)
The requirement of the vanishing of the three terms in the last two lines in (6.28) gives
some additional algebraic constraints. The critical dimension is D = 6, for which the three-
gamma term in the last two lines of (6.28) vanishes. In addition, we may impose chirality
on the Killing spinor, namely
Γη = −η , Γ = −Γ0Γ1 · · ·Γ5 . (6.30)
We then have
− 12b2(D − 2)ΓM2M3N1N2N3FMM2M3FN1N2N3η = −
1
2
FMM2M3(∗F )NM2M3ΓNη . (6.31)
Here we have used
ΓΓM1...Mk = −
(−1)k(k−1)2
(6− k)! ǫN1...N(6−k)M1...MkΓ
N1...N(6−k) . (6.32)
If the 3-form is self dual, we have
ǫMNM2M3N2N3FM1[M2M3F
M1
N2N3] = 8F
[M
M2M3F
N ]M2M3 = 0 . (6.33)
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Then the integrability condition becomes
0 =
[
RMN − 12F 2MN
]
ΓNη − 1
(4!)2
√
2
dFNM1M2M3
(
ΓM
NM1M2M3 − 4δ[NM ΓM1M2M3]
)
η
− 1
4
√
2
(∗d ∗ F )M1M2
(
ΓM
M1M2 − 2δM1M ΓM2
)
η (6.34)
This is precisely the integrability condition for N = (1, 0) supergravity in six dimensions,
studied in [22]. The spinor η is promoted to be a real Killing spinor. Bubbling AdS3 × S3
solution were constructed in [23], where an additional axion has to be turned on in the T 2
direction. Note that the 5-gamma structure, which is dual to a single-gamma term, doubles
the contribution of the energy-momentum tensor associated with the self-dual 3-form.
n = 2:
The integrability condition is[
RMN − 12F 2MN +
1
4(D − 2)gMNF
2
]
ΓNη
− i
3!
√
2(D−3)(D−2)dFNM1M2
(
ΓM
NM1M2 − 3(D − 3)δ[NM ΓM1M2]
)
η
− i√
2(D−3)(D−2) (∗d ∗ F )M1
(
ΓM
M1 − (D − 3)δM1M
)
η (6.35)
+ (D−1)48(D−3)(D−2) (F ∧ F )M1M2N1N2
[
ΓM
M1M2N1N2 − 2(D − 4)δM1M ΓM2N1N2
]
η = 0 .
Two critical dimensions arise in this case. One is D = 4, for which the terms in the last line
vanish. The integrability condition is then precisely that for N = 2, D = 4 supergravity,
namely
[
RMN − 12F 2MN + 18gMNF 2
]
ΓNη − i12dFNM1M2
(
ΓM
NM1M2 − 3δ[NM ΓM1M2]
)
η
− i2(∗d ∗ F )M1
(
ΓM
M1 − δM1M
)
η = 0 . (6.36)
Another critical dimension is D = 5, corresponding to D = 5, N = 2 supergravity, for
which the integrability condition was studied in [4]. In D = 5, we have
iΓ0Γ1 · · ·Γ4 = 1 , ΓM1...Mk = i
(−1)k(k−1)2
(5− k)! ǫN1...N(5−k)M1...MkΓ
N1...N(5−k) . (6.37)
The integrability condition can be further simplified, namely
[
RMN − 12F 2MN + 112gMNF 2
]
ΓNη
− i
12
√
3
dFNM1M2
(
ΓM
NM1M2 − 6δ[NM ΓM1M2]
)
η
− i
2
√
3
[
∗(d ∗ F + 1√
3
F ∧ F )
]
M1
(
ΓM
M1 − 2δM1M
)
η = 0 . (6.38)
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This is very much like the case in D = 11, and the equation of motion for the 2-form is
given by
d ∗ F = − 1√
3
F ∧ F . (6.39)
The origin of this self-interaction of the 2-form is the FFA term that needs to be augmented
to the Lagrangian
LFFA = 13√3F ∧ F ∧A . (6.40)
7 Pseudo-supersymmetric bubbling AdS in D = 10
As we have shown in the previous section, the integrability conditions for the generic pseudo-
Killing spinor equation imply that additional constraints have to be imposed for a bosonic
configuration with pseudo-Killing spinors to satisfy the Einstein equations of motion. For
extremal p-branes, these extra conditions are indeed satisfied. In this section, we explore
the possibility of constructing bubbling AdS geometry based on the pseudo supersymmetry.
The supersymmetric bubbling AdS geometries in type IIB supergravity and M-theory were
constructed in [5]. The example we consider in this section is n = 5 with D = 10. Of course,
if the 5-form is self-dual, the system is part of type IIB supergravity, and was discussed in
[5]. We shall instead consider an intrinsically non-supersymmetric theory where the 5-form
is not self-dual. The Lagrangian is given by (2.1). We are looking for solutions with the
SO(4) × SO(4) isometry, and the most general ansatz is given by
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν + eHdΩ23 + e
H˜dΩ˜23 ,
F
(5)
= 12Fµνdx
µ ∧ dxν ∧Ω3 + 12 F˜µνdxµ ∧ dxν ∧ Ω˜3 . (7.1)
The general pseudo-Killing spinor equation is given in section 2; specializing to our specific
case, we have
0 = DMη +
i
960
(
ΓM
M1M2M3M4M5 − 5δM1M ΓM2M3M4M5
)
FM1M2M3M4M5η
= DMη +
i
960
ΓM1M2M3M4M5ΓMFM1M2M3M4M5η . (7.2)
Note that this pseudo-Killing spinor equation takes the exact form as the real one associated
with the self-dual 5-form.
As was demonstrated in section 6, when the 5-form is not self-dual, additional constraints
(6.21) have to be imposed. The simplest way to satisfy the conditions (6.21) is to restrict the
non-vanishing components of the 5-form so that they all lie only in 7 space-time directions.
This can be achieved by setting either Fµν or F˜µν to zero. Without loss of generality we may
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set F˜µν = 0, and then the non-vanishing components of F(5) span on 4-dimensional space-
time with gµνdx
µdxν and the S3 with dΩ23, totalling 7 directions. This ansatz is different
from the bubbling AdS5 in [5] where the self-duality of the 5-form is required by type IIB
supergravity and the F and F˜ are both non-vanishing. Consequently, in the LLM solution,
the non-vanishing components of the self-dual 5-form lie in all 10 space-time directions.
We can now proceed and construct the new bubbling AdS5 solution supported by the
non-self-dual 5-form. The detail construction is given in appendix A. Here we shall just
present the solution:
ds2 = −h−2(dt+ Vidxi)2 + h2(dy2 + dxidxi) + yeHdΩ23 + ye−HdΩ˜23
h−2 = 2y coshH , y∂yVi = ǫij∂jD, y(∂iVj − ∂jVi) = ǫij∂yD ,
F(5) =
[
dBt ∧ (dt+ V ) + h2e3H ∗3 dΦ
]
∧ dΩ3 , Bt = βy2e2H ,
Φ = −αy2e−2H , D = 12αβ tanhH , (7.3)
where α, β = ±1, depending on the detail structure of the pseudo-Killing spinor, and the
basic function D satisfies
∂2iD + y∂y
(
1
y
∂yD
)
= 0 . (7.4)
To avoid the singularities at y = 0, we must impose the following boundary condition
D(y = 0) = ±12 . (7.5)
As in LLM case, the general solution of (7.4) is given by
D(x1, x2, y) =
y2
π
∫
D
D(x′1, x
′
2, 0)dx
′
1dx
′
2
[(x− x′)2 + y2]2 = −
1
2π
∫
∂D
dl n′i
xi − x′i
[(x− x′)2 + y2] + σ ,
Vi(x1, x2, y) =
ǫij
π
∫
D
D(x′1, x
′
2, 0)(xj − x′j)dx′1dx′2
[(x− x′)2 + y2]2 =
ǫij
2π
∮
∂D
dx′j
(x− x′)2 + y2 . (7.6)
The new solution we obtained shares the same characteristic properties as the LLM
solution. The solution is completely fixed by the boundary condition (7.5) on the y = 0
two-dimensional plane. The plus or minus choice indicates the collapsing of either S3 or
S˜3 respectively on the y = 0 boundary. One important difference is that the 5-form field
strength given in (7.3) can never be self-dual in our set up. In particular, the 5-form carries
either electric or magnetic fluxes for the AdS5×S5 geometry when the boundary condition
is in the shape of a round disc with either S3 or S˜3 shrinking inside respectively. Thus
neither the theory nor the solution can be embedded in type IIB supergravity.
For the LLM solution, the corresponding BPS states have simple field theoretical de-
scription in terms of free fermions [24, 25]. The smooth geometric configurations are dual
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to the arbitrary droplets of free fermions in the phase space [5]. In our case, the dual field
theory of the AdS boundary is an intrinsically non-supersymmetric gauge theory; never-
theless, our construction suggests that arbitrary free-fermion droplets can also exist in a
non-supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. The origin of these bubbling states may lie in the
SO(6) global symmetry of the boundary conformal field theory, which is the same as that
of the four-dimensional N = 4 super-conformal Yang-Mills theory.
8 Pseudo-supersymmetric less-bubbling AdS in D = 8
The critical dimension for n = 4 is D = 11, as demonstrated in section 6. For other
dimensions, there can be no supersymmetry, and the existence of the pseudo-Killing spinor
of a bosonic ansatz does not necessarily imply that Einstein’s equations of motion are
satisfied. Additional constraints have to be imposed. In this section, we investigate the
effect of these constraints on bubbling AdS solutions, by constructing an explicit solution
for D = 8. As can be seen from (6.22) that the constraints implies that the following
condition
F[MN
RSFPQ]RS = 0 . (8.1)
The detail construction can be found in appendix B. Here we shall simply present the
solution:
ds2 = −h−2(dt+ Vidxi)2 + h2(dy2 + dxidxi) + yeHdΩ22 + ye−HdΩ˜22 ,
F = (dBt ∧ (dt+ V ) + h2e2H∗3dΦ) ∧Ω(2) , (8.2)
where
h−2 = 2y coshH , y∂yVi = ǫij∂jD, y(∂iVj − ∂jVi) = ǫij∂yD ,
Bt = −2m√
3
y
3
2 e
3
2
H , Φ = − 2√
3
y
3
2 e−
3
2
H ,
D = −m tanhH . (8.3)
Here m = ±1 and the basic function D satisfies
∂2iD + y∂y
(
1
y
∂yD
)
= 0 , (8.4)
(∂iD)
2 + (∂yD)
2 = y−2(1−D2)2 . (8.5)
To avoid the singularities at y = 0, we must impose the following boundary condition
D(y = 0) = ±1 . (8.6)
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The solution for (8.4) is given in (7.6). Note that the additional equation (8.5) is a conse-
quence of imposing the condition (8.1). Note that the constraint (8.5) is invariant under
D ↔ 1/D.
The non-linearity of (8.5) implies that we can no longer generate new solutions by su-
perposing the known solutions. This severely restricts the bubbling effect that is associated
with (8.4). We have tested boundary conditions for many shapes, such as the disc, rectangle,
ring, belt and multi-discs. The only solutions we have found analytically are the AdS4×S4
and pp-wave solutions, which correspond to the boundary conditions in the shapes of a disc
and half-filled plane respectively. On the other hand, the constraint (8.5) is clearly con-
sistent with the boundary condition (8.6). It is quite possible that less-bubbling solutions
beyond the vacuum solution may exist. These solutions would correspond to some specific
free-fermion droplets in the phase space of the dual gauge theory.
9 Conclusions
In this paper we consider Einstein gravity coupled to an n-form field strength in general
D dimensions. We introduce the pseudo-Killing spinor equation for such a system. In the
special case when the system becomes (part of) the bosonic Lagrangian of a supergravity
theory, the pseudo-Killing spinors become real Killing spinors. We show by explicit con-
struction, for AdS×Sphere vacuum solution, extremal p-branes and intersecting p-branes,
pseudo-Killing spinors behave just like real Killing spinor in supergravities. The vacua have
the maximum number of pseudo-Killing spinors whilst p-branes and intersecting p-branes
have fractions of pseudo-Killing spinors.
We study the integrability condition of the pseudo-Killing spinor equation. We find that
additional constraints have to be imposed so that the bosonic ansatz with pseudo-Killing
spinors can automatically satisfy the Einstein equations of motion. For n = 5, 4, 3, 2, there
exist critical dimensions for which the additional constraints vanish; these corresponds to
relevant supergravities. However, in some non-supersymmetric cases, additional constraints
can nevertheless be satisfied by appropriate ansatz, leading to the construction of new non-
trivial pseudo-supersymmetric solutions with pseudo-Killing spinors. Thus, even though the
pseudo-Killing spinors we introduced in this paper are not consistent at the full level with
those non-supersymmetric theories, they provide a useful technique for reducing second-
order Einstein equations to the first-order system, for a large number of special cases of
ansatze that can circumvent the additional constraints. Even in the case when the additional
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constraints cannot be circumvented in a trivial way, the technique can still provide non-
trivial solutions. These solutions are unlikely to be found by considering equations of motion
only.
A concrete example we present is the new bubbling AdS geometry in D = 10 sup-
ported by a non-self-dual 5-form. Although the solution exhibit almost identical features of
the previously-constructed LLM solution, it is intrinsically non-supersymmetric and cannot
be embedded in type IIB supergravity in any limit of parameters of the solution. This
demonstrates that bubbling states of arbitrary free-fermion droplets in the phase space can
exist also in non-supersymmetric boundary conformal field theory. The origin of these
states are not due to the supersymmetry, but likely to be associated with the SO(6)
global symmetry, which is shared by both the supersymmetric and non-supersymmetric
conformal field theories. The bubbling geometry we constructed preserves half of pseudo-
supersymmetry. It is of interest to investigate whether there are bubbling geometry with
less pseudo-supersymmetry, analogous to the 14 - and
1
8 -BPS solutions constructed in [26].
We also present a concrete example of (D,n) = (8, 4) for which the additional constraint
can not be circumvent. This additional constraint gives rise to non-linear differential equa-
tion on the basic function of the would-be bubbling geometry. The non-linearity implies
that we cannot construct new solutions by superposing the known solutions. This severely
restricts the bubbling nature of the geometry. Free-fermion droplets in the dual gauge the-
ory can no longer arbitrary. Nevertheless there may still exist less bubbling configurations
that go beyond the vacuum solution. How to solve this non-linear equation remains an open
problem.
Thus our introduction of pseudo-Killing spinors to an intrinsically non-supersymmetric
system can help us to construct new solutions that are unlikely to be found by examining
only the equations of motion. This technique enlarges the possibility of constructing more
non-trivial bulk gravity backgrounds. Applying the AdS/CFT correspondence, our results
show that an intrinsically non-supersymmetric conformal field theory may have pseudo-
supersymmetric states with characteristics of BPS states of superconformal field theory.
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A Detail derivation of the new bubbling AdS5 solution
In this appendix, we provide detail derivation of the new bubbling AdS5 × S5 geometry,
presented in section 7. The Lagrangian is given by (2.1), but specialized to n = 5 and
D = 10. This is an intrinsically non-supersymmetric theory since we do not require that
the 5-form be self dual. The pseudo-Killing spinor equation is given by (7.2). Of course,
they become real Killing spinors if we impose the self-duality for the 5-form. The ansatz
with the SO(4)× SO(4) isometry is given by (7.1). Note that we use µ, a and a˜ to denote
indices for ds24, dΩ
2
3 and dΩ˜
2
3 respectively.
To proceed, we decompose the gamma matrices as follows
Γµ = γµ ⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗ 1 , Γa = γˆ ⊗ σ1ˆ ⊗ σa ⊗ 1 , Γa˜ = γˆ ⊗ σ2ˆ ⊗ 1⊗ σa˜ (A.1)
where
γˆ = iγ0ˆ1ˆ2ˆ3ˆ = −
1
4!
iǫµ1µ2µ3µ4γ
µ1µ2µ3µ4 , ǫ0ˆ1ˆ2ˆ3ˆ = 1 , σ3ˆ = −iσ1ˆσ2ˆ . (A.2)
Here the hatted indices are the vielbein indices. The σiˆ’s are the Pauli matrices and the
hatted indices in Gamma matrices are the vielbein indices. The Γ11 in this decomposition
is given by
Γ11 = γˆ σ3ˆ . (A.3)
We now perform the reduction on S3 × S3 by introducing two component spinors χ±
and χ˜± which obey the equations
∇′aχα = α
i
2
σaˆχα , ∇′a˜χ˜β = β
i
2
σˆ˜aχ˜β . (A.4)
Note that (α, β) are ±1 when they appear in the equations as numbers and ± as indices of
the Killing spinors χ± and χ˜±. The ∇′ is the covariant derivative on a unit sphere. It is
related to covariant derivatives in the sphere directions in our ansatz as
∇a = ∇′a − 14Γµa∂µH, ∇a˜ = ∇′a˜ − 14Γµa˜∂µH˜ . (A.5)
We may expand the spinor η over basis of the real Killing spinors on the two spheres
η =
∑
α,β=+,−
ǫαβ ⊗ χα ⊗ χ˜β . (A.6)
All pseudo-Killing spinors can be written as a linear combination of chiral and anti-chiral
spinors, defined by
Γ11η = λη , λ = ±1 (A.7)
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Since the Γ11 commutes with the Killing spinor equation, the chiral and anti-chiral Killing
spinors are independent of each other. For simplicity, we do not use any subscript on η
to distinguish the two types of pseudo-Killing spinors, but instead just let the unspecified
parameter λ to indicate the chirality of the spinor. By contrast, in type IIB supergravity
with the self-dual 5-form, the chirality is specified. The expression in (7.2) involving the
5-form becomes
i
960
ΓM1M2M3M4M5FM1M2M3M4M5
=
i
96
(e−
3
2
HFµνΓ
µνǫabcΓ
abc + e−
3
2
H˜ F˜µνΓ
µνǫa˜b˜c˜Γ
a˜b˜c˜)
= − 1
16
(e−
3
2
HFµνγ
µν γˆ ⊗ σ1ˆ ⊗ 1⊗ 1 + e−
3
2
H˜ F˜µνγ
µν γˆ ⊗ σ2ˆ ⊗ 1⊗ 1) . (A.8)
The pseudo-Killing spinor equations in (µ, a, a˜) directions are given by∑
α,β
[
∇ρǫαβ ⊗ χα ⊗ χ˜β − 116
(
e−
3
2
HFµνγ
µν γˆγρσ1ˆǫαβ ⊗ χα ⊗ χ˜β
+e−
3
2
H˜ F˜µνγ
µν γˆγρσ2ˆǫαβ ⊗ χα ⊗ χ˜β
)]
= 0 ,∑
α,β
[
iα
2
e−
H
2 (ǫαβ ⊗ σaχα ⊗ χ˜β)− 14∂µH(γµγˆσ1ˆǫαβ ⊗ σaχα ⊗ χ˜β)
− 1
16
(e−
3
2
HFµνγ
µνǫαβ ⊗ σaχα ⊗ χ˜β + ie−
3
2
H˜ F˜µνγ
µνσ3ˆǫαβ ⊗ σaχα ⊗ χ˜β)
]
= 0 ,∑
α,β
[
iβ
2
e−
H˜
2 (ǫαβ ⊗ χα ⊗ σa˜χ˜β)− 14∂µH˜(γµγˆσˆ2ǫαβ ⊗ χα ⊗ σa˜χ˜β) (A.9)
− 1
16
(−ie− 32HFµνγµν σˆ3ǫαβ ⊗ χα ⊗ σa˜χ˜β + e−
3
2
H˜ F˜µνγ
µνǫαβ ⊗ χα ⊗ σa˜χ˜β)
]
= 0 .
It is easy to see that the spinor basis χα ⊗ χ˜β in the decomposition (A.6) are independent.
Thus there are four independent possible solutions depending on the discrete choices of the
±1 values of the parameters α and β. However, they cannot be simultaneous solutions. If
we choose one set of (α, β) values to obtain pseudo-Killing spinors, the other three choices
cannot lead to any solutions. Thus we can drop the sum notation in the equations in (A.9).
Furthermore, we shall drop the subscripts for ǫαβ for convenience from now on. It should be
understood that the parameters (α, β) now denote one, but unspecified choice. This leads
to [
∇ρ − 116 (e−
3
2
HFµνγ
µν γˆγρσ1ˆ + e
− 3
2
H˜ F˜µνγ
µν γˆγρσ2ˆ)
]
ǫ = 0 ,[
iαe−
H
2 γˆσ1ˆ +
1
2∂µHγ
µ − 18(e−
3
2
HFµνγ
µν γˆσ1ˆ − e−
3
2
H˜ F˜µνγ
µν γˆσ2ˆ)
]
ǫ = 0 ,[
iβe−
H˜
2 γˆσˆ2 +
1
2∂µH˜γ
µ + 18(e
− 3
2
HFµνγ
µν γˆσˆ1 − e−
3
2
H˜ F˜µνγ
µν γˆσˆ2)
]
ǫ = 0 . (A.10)
As was demonstrated in section 6, the existence of pseudo-Killing spinors is not sufficient
for the ansatz to satisfy the Einstein equations of motion. Additional constraints (6.21)
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have to be satisfied. For our ansatz, the constraints become
Fµ1[µ2F˜
µ1
ν2] = 0 , Fµ1[µ2F˜ν1ν2] − F˜µ1[µ2Fν1ν2] = 0 , F[µ1µ2 F˜ν1ν2] = 0 . (A.11)
These constraints are difficult to solve except for two special cases: one is that F(5) is self-
dual, and the other is that one of the F(2) and F˜(2) vanishes. The former case was discussed
in [5]. We shall focus on the later case. Let F(2) = dB and F˜(2) = 0, the pseudo-Killing
spinor equations now become significantly simpler:[
∇ρ − 116e−
3
2
HFµνγ
µν γˆγρσ1ˆ
]
ǫ = 0 , (A.12)[
iαe−
H
2 γˆσ1ˆ +
1
2∂µHγ
µ − 18e−
3
2
HFµνγ
µν γˆσ1ˆ
]
ǫ = 0 , (A.13)[
iβe−
H˜
2 γˆσˆ2 +
1
2∂µH˜γ
µ + 18e
− 3
2
HFµνγ
µν γˆσˆ1
]
ǫ = 0 . . (A.14)
We are now in the position to derive the solution using the standard G-structure tech-
nique. Let us define the following real spinor bilinears
f1 = iǫ¯σ1ˆǫ , f2 = iǫ¯σ2ˆǫ , Kµ = ǫ¯γµǫ , Lµ = ǫ¯γµγˆǫ , Yµν = ǫ¯γµνσ1ˆǫ , (A.15)
as well as the complex spinor bilinears
Lcµ = ǫ¯
cγµσ1ˆǫ , Y
c
µν = ǫ¯
cγµνǫ . (A.16)
where ǫ¯ = ǫ+γ0ˆ and ǫ¯c = ǫtC. We choose the basis where γ2ˆ and σ2ˆ are antisymmetric
while other γµˆ’s and σ1ˆ are symmetric, thus C = γ2ˆσ1ˆ. From (7.4) we have the following
relations between the bi-spinors
∇µf1 = = 18e−
3
2
Hǫµ
νρσFνρKσ , (A.17)
∇µf2 = 14λe−
3
2
HFµνK
ν , (A.18)
∇µKν = −18e−
3
2
H
(
ǫµν
λρFλρf1 + 2λFµνf2
)
, (A.19)
∇µLν = 18e−
3
2
H
(
gµνFλρY
λρ + 2FµρY
ρ
ν + 2FνρY
ρ
µ
)
, (A.20)
∇µLcν = −18e−H
(
gµνF
λρY cλρ + 2Fµ
ρY cρν + 2Fν
ρY cρµ
)
. (A.21)
From (A.19), we have ∇(µKν) = 0. Thus K = Kµ∂µ is a Killing vector. Also the 1-forms
L = Lµdx
µ and Lc = Lcµdx
µ are (locally) exact. Using Fierz identities we obtain the
following two identities
K · L = 0 , L2 = −K2 = f21 + f22 . (A.22)
Thus the Killing vector K is time-like.
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Since L = Lµdx
µ is (locally) exact, we can choose a coordinate y such that
dy = Lµdx
µ . (A.23)
We then choose the other three coordinates in the subspace orthogonal to y
ds2 = h2dy2 + gαβdx
αdxβ , h−2 = L2 = f21 + f
2
2 . (A.24)
Using the relation
0 = KµLµ = K
yLy = K
y , (A.25)
we find that Kα is a vector in three dimensional space spanned by xα. Since K is time-like,
we can choose the time t as the coordinate along Kα, i.e. K = ∂/∂t. We find
ds2 = −h−2(dt+ Vidxi)2 + h2(dy2 + g˜ijdxidxj) (A.26)
where i, j = 1, 2.
The equation of motion for the 5-form is d ∗10 F(5) = 0. For our ansatz, this becomes
d(e
3
2
(H˜−H) ∗4 dB) = 0 . (A.27)
Let us write the components of the gauge field B as
Bµdx
µ = Btdt+Bαdx
α = Bt(dt+Vidx
i)+ (Bα−BtVα)dxα ≡ Bt(dt+ Vidxi)+ Bˆ , (A.28)
then the components of the field strength and its dual are given by
F = dBt ∧ (dt+ V ) + (dBˆ +BtdV ) ,
∗4F = h2 ∗3 dBt + h−2(dt+ V ) ∧ ∗3(dBˆ +BtdV ) , (A.29)
where ∗3 is the Hodge dual in ds23 = dy2 + g˜ijdxidxj . The equation (A.27) now becomes
d ∗3
[
h−2e
3
2
(H˜−H)(dBˆ +BtdV )
]
= 0 . (A.30)
Thus, locally we can introduce a dual potential Φ:
dBˆ +BtdV = h
2 e
3
2
(H−H˜) ∗3 dΦ . (A.31)
The time component of (A.27) leads to the equation:
d
[
V ∧ dΦ+ h2e 32 (H˜−H) ∗3 dBt
]
= 0 . (A.32)
From the equation (A.18) and the fact that Bi is independent of t, we find
∂µf2 =
1
4λe
− 3
2
H∂µBt . (A.33)
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By using (A.13), we find
∂µBt = FµνK
ν = 14 ǫ¯[γµ, 6 F ]ǫ
= ǫ¯[γµ, 2iαe
H − e 32H∂νHγν γˆσ1ˆ]ǫ = 2λe
3
2
H∂µHf2 (A.34)
Thus
∂µf2 =
1
2f2∂µH ⇒ f2 = c2e
1
2
H , Bt = λc2e
2H . (A.35)
From the equation (A.17), we find
∂µf1 =
1
8e
− 3
2
Hǫµ
νρσFνρKσ =
1
4e
− 3
2
H(∗4F )µνKν = −14e−
3
2
H˜∂µΦ . (A.36)
By using (A.14), we have
ǫµνρσF
νρKσ =
i
2
Fνρǫ¯γˆ{γµ, γνρ}ǫ
= iǫ¯{γµ, −4βe
3
2
H− 1
2
H˜ γˆσ3ˆ + 2e
3
2
H∂νH˜γ
νσ1ˆ}ǫ = 4e
3
2
H∂µH˜f1 . (A.37)
Thus
∂µf1 =
1
2f1∂µH˜ ⇒ f1 = c1e
1
2
H˜ , Φ = −c1e2H˜ . (A.38)
From (A.13) and (A.14), we find
γµ∂µ(H + H˜)ǫ = −2i(αe−H2 γˆσ1ˆ + βe−
H˜
2 γˆσ2ˆ)ǫ (A.39)
Thus
c1∂µ(H + H˜)e
1
2
H˜ = ∂µ(H + H˜)f1 =
i
2∂ν(H + H˜)ǫ¯{γµ, γν}σ1ˆǫ
= −iǫ¯[γµ, iαe−H2 γˆ − aβe− H˜2 ]ǫ = 2αe−H2 Lµ ,
c2∂µ(H + H˜)e
1
2
H = ∂µ(H + H˜)f2 =
i
2∂ν(H + H˜)ǫ¯{γµ, γν}σ2ˆǫ
= −iǫ¯[γµ, aαe−H2 + iβe− H˜2 γˆ]ǫ = 2βe− H˜2 Lµ . (A.40)
By changing the overall sign of the 5-form flux and an appropriate rescaling of the Killing
spinor, we can set
c1 = α . (A.41)
It follows that
e
1
2
(H+H˜) = y + c3 , c2 = β . (A.42)
By an appropriate shift of y, we can set c3 = 0. Now we find that
h−2 = −K2 = f21 + f22 = eH + eH˜ . (A.43)
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The equationsKt = 1 and Ly = 1 imply that ǫ
†ǫ = h−1 and ǫ†γ0ˆγˆγ3ˆǫ = h−1 respectively.
Thus we find
0 = ǫ†
[
1− γ0ˆγˆγ3ˆ
]
ǫ = 12ǫ
†
[
1− γ0ˆγˆγ3ˆ
]† [
1− γ0ˆγˆγ3ˆ
]
ǫ (A.44)
It follows
[
1− γ0ˆγˆγ3ˆ
]
ǫ = 0, or
[
1− iγ1ˆγ2ˆ
]
ǫ = 0 (A.45)
Substituting (A.42) back to (A.39), we find(√
1 + eH−H˜γ3ˆσ1ˆ + iαγˆ − λβe
H−H˜
2
)
ǫ = 0
⇒
(
e−2λβξ γ
3ˆσ1ˆ + iα γ3ˆγˆσ1ˆ
)
ǫ = 0 . (A.46)
where sinh(2ξ) = e
1
2
(H−H˜). It implies that the pseudo-Killing spinor has the form
ǫ = eλβξ γ
3ˆσ1ˆǫ1 , (1 + iα γ
3ˆγˆσ1ˆ)ǫ1 = 0 . (A.47)
Inserting (A.47) into the expression (A.38) for f1 gives
αe
1
2
H˜ = iǫ¯1e
−λβγ3ˆσ1ˆ ξσ1ˆe
λβγ3ˆσ1ˆ ξǫ1 = iǫ
†
1γ
0ˆσ1ˆǫ1 . (A.48)
Thus
ǫ1 = e
1
4
H˜ǫ0 , ǫ
†
0γ
0ˆσ1ˆǫ0 = iα ,
ǫtǫ = e
1
2
H˜ǫt0(cosh 2ξ + sinh 2ξ γ
3ˆσ1ˆ)ǫ0
= e
1
2
H˜(cosh 2ξ ǫt0ǫ0 − i sinh 2ξ ǫ¯c0γ2ˆγˆσ1ˆǫ0) = h−1 ǫt0ǫ0 . (A.49)
From the above expressions for Killing spinor we find
Lc
0ˆ
= ǫtγ2ˆγ0ˆǫ = ǫ¯
cγˆγ3ˆσ1ˆǫ = 0
Lc
1ˆ
= ǫtγ2ˆγ1ˆǫ = i ǫ
tǫ = ih−1ǫt0ǫ0
Lc
2ˆ
= ǫtγ2ˆγ2ˆǫ = ǫ
tǫ = h−1ǫt0ǫ0
Lc
3ˆ
= ǫtγ2ˆγ3ˆǫ = ǫ¯
cγˆγ0ˆσ1ˆǫ = 0
Lc = Lcνˆe
νˆ
µdx
µ = (ǫt0ǫ0)(ie˜
1ˆ
i + e˜
2ˆ
i )dx
i (A.50)
Where e˜cˆi is the vielbein of the metric g˜ij = e˜
cˆ
i e˜
cˆ
j and e
iˆ
i = he˜
iˆ
j is the full vielbein for the
four dimensional metric in the directions 1,2. The equation dLc = 0 implies that ǫ0 is
independent of the time t. Then we can make it as a constant spinor by setting the phase
of ǫ0 to zero via a local Lorentz rotation in the (x1, x2)-plane. Under this gauge choice, the
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equation dL = 0 further implies that the vielbeins e˜cˆi are independent of y and that the two
dimensional metric is flat. So we may choose coordinates such that g˜ij = δij .
From (A.19) we find that
d[h−2(dt+ V )] = −dK = 12e−
3
2
H (f1 ∗4 F + af2 F )
= 12αe
H˜−3H
2
[
h2 ∗3 dBt + e
3
2
(H−H˜)(dt+ V ) ∧ dΦ
]
+12λβe
−H
[
dBt ∧ (dt+ V ) + h2e
3
2
(H−H˜) ∗3 dΦ
]
. (A.51)
It follows that
h−2dV = 12h
2
[
αe
H˜−3H
2 ∗3 dBt + λβ e
H−3H˜
2 ∗3 dΦ
]
= λαβh2y ∗3 d(H − H˜) . (A.52)
Let
H± = 12 (H ± H˜) , D = 12λαβ tanhH− , (A.53)
we find
dV = 2λαβ
(
eH + eH˜
)−2
y ∗3 dH− = y−1 ∗3 dD . (A.54)
Finally, the consistency condition d2V = 0 implies
∂2iD + y∂y
(
1
y
∂yD
)
= 0 . (A.55)
Thus the solution is completely solved up to (A.55), which is the Laplace equation. This
basic equation is identical to that of the LLM bubbling solution in type IIB supergravity.
We summarize the solution in (7.3) and (7.4). The H in (7.3) should be H− as the logical
consequence of our derivation, but we remove the subscript in (7.3) for the stylistic reason.
We also dropped λ since it appears always together with β.
B Detail derivation of the less-bubbling AdS4 solution
In this section, we give the detail derivation of the less-bubbling solution presented in section
8. As shown in section 6, the critical dimension for n = 4 is D = 11, corresponding to M-
theory. For other dimensions, additional constraints have to be imposed in order for the
existence of the pseudo-Killing spinors to imply the equations of motion. We shall consider
the case with D = 8. The pseudo-Killing spinor equation is given by
0 = DMη +
1
96
√
3
(
ΓM
M1M2M3M4 − 4δM1M ΓM2M3M4
)
FM1M2M3M4η
= DMη +
1
96
√
3
ΓM1M2M3M4ΓMFM1M2M3M4η . (B.1)
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The integrability condition can be found in section 6. We begin with the following ansatz
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν + eHdΩ22 + e
H˜dΩ˜22 ,
F(4) =
1
2Fµνdx
µ ∧ dxν ∧Ω(2) + 12 F˜µνdxµ ∧ dxν ∧ Ω˜(2) , (B.2)
which has the SO(3)×SO(3) isometry. The gamma matrices can be decomposed as follows
Γµ = γµ ⊗ 1⊗ 1 , Γa = γˆ ⊗ σa ⊗ 1 , Γa˜ = γˆ ⊗ σ3ˆ ⊗ σa˜ , (B.3)
where
γˆ = iγ0ˆ1ˆ2ˆ3ˆ = −
1
4!
iǫµ1µ2µ3µ4γ
µ1µ2µ3µ4 , ǫ0ˆ1ˆ2ˆ3ˆ = 1 , σ3ˆ = iσ1ˆσ2ˆ . (B.4)
where the hatted indices are the velbein indicesand the σ′s with hatted subscripts are Pauli
matrices. We now perform the reduction on S2 × S2 and introduce two component spinors
χ± and χ˜± on the two S2, which obey the equations
∇′aχ± = α
i
2
σaˆχα , ∇′a˜χβ = β
i
2
σˆ˜aχβ . (B.5)
Note that when α and β appear as the indices for χα and χ˜β respectively, they denote ±;
when they appear as numbers, they are ±1. The ∇′ is the covariant derivative defined on a
unit 2-sphere. It is related to the covariant derivative in the sphere directions of our ansatz
as
∇a = ∇′a − 14Γµa∂µH, ∇a˜ = ∇′a˜ − 14Γµa˜∂µH˜, (B.6)
The covariance under the SU(2) transformations ensures that we can take, without loss of
generality, that
χ− = iσ3ˆχ+, χ˜− = iσ3ˆχ˜+ . (B.7)
Now we expand the spinor η over basis of the tensor product of the real Killing spinors on
the two S2,
ξ =
∑
α,β=+,−
ǫαβ ⊗ χα ⊗ χ˜β. (B.8)
The expression in (B.1) involving the 4-form becomes
1
96
√
3
ΓM1M2M3M4FM1M2M3M4 =
1
16
√
3
(e−HFµνΓµνǫabΓab + e−H˜ F˜µνΓµνǫa˜b˜Γ
a˜b˜)
=
1
8
√
3
(e−HFµνγµν ⊗ iσ3ˆ ⊗ 1 + e−H˜ F˜µνγµν ⊗ 1⊗ iσ3ˆ) (B.9)
The pseudo-Killing spinor equation implies
∑
α,β
[
∇ρǫαβ ⊗ χα ⊗ χ˜β + 18√3(e
−HFµνγµνγρǫαβ ⊗ iσ3ˆχα ⊗ χ˜β
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+e−H˜ F˜µνγµνγρǫαβ ⊗ χα ⊗ iσ3ˆχ˜β)
]
= 0
⇒ ∇ρǫ++ + 18√3(−e
−HFµνγµνγρǫ−+ − e−H˜ F˜µνγµνγρǫ+−) = 0 ,
∇ρǫ−− + 18√3(e
−HFµνγµνγρǫ+− + e−H˜ F˜µνγµνγρǫ−+) = 0 ,
∇ρǫ+− + 18√3(−e
−HFµνγµνγρǫ−− + e−H˜ F˜µνγµνγρǫ++) = 0 ,
∇ρǫ−+ + 18√3(e
−HFµνγµνγρǫ++ − e−H˜ F˜µνγµνγρǫ−−) = 0 , (B.10)
and
∑
α,β
[
iα
2 e
−H
2 (ǫαβ ⊗ σaχα ⊗ χ˜β)− 14∂µH(γµγˆǫαβ ⊗ σaχα ⊗ χ˜β)
+ 1
8
√
3
(e−HFµνγµν γˆǫαβ ⊗ iσ3ˆσaχα ⊗ χ˜β + e−H˜ F˜µνγµν γˆǫαβ ⊗ σaχα ⊗ iσ3ˆχ˜β)
]
= 0
⇒
(
ie−
H
2 − 1
2
∂µHγ
µγˆ
)
ǫ++ +
1
4
√
3
(e−HFµνγµν γˆǫ−+ − e−H˜ F˜µνγµν γˆǫ+−) = 0 ,(
−ie−H2 − 1
2
∂µHγ
µγˆ
)
ǫ−− + 14√3(−e
−HFµνγµν γˆǫ+− + e−H˜ F˜µνγµν γˆǫ−+) = 0 ,(
ie
H
2 − 1
2
∂µHγ
µγˆ
)
ǫ+− + 14√3 (e
−HFµνγµν γˆǫ−− + e−H˜ F˜µνγµν γˆǫ++) = 0 , (B.11)(
−ie−H2 − 1
2
∂µHγ
µγˆ
)
ǫ−+ + 14√3(−e
−HFµνγµν γˆǫ++ − e−H˜ F˜µνγµν γˆǫ−−) = 0 ,
and
∑
α,β
[
iβ
2
e−
H˜
2 (ǫαβ ⊗ χα ⊗ σa˜χ˜β)− 14∂µH˜(γµγˆǫαβ ⊗ σ3ˆχα ⊗ σa˜χ˜β)
+ 1
8
√
3
(ie−HFµνγµν γˆǫαβ ⊗ χα ⊗ σa˜χ˜β + e−H˜ F˜µνγµν γˆǫαβ ⊗ σ3ˆχα ⊗ iσ3ˆσa˜χ˜β)
]
= 0 ,
⇒
(
e−
H˜
2 + 1
4
√
3
e−HFµνγµν γˆ
)
ǫ++ − 12∂µH˜γµγˆǫ−+ + 14√3e
−H˜ F˜µνγµν γˆǫ−− = 0 ,(
−e− H˜2 + 1
4
√
3
e−HFµνγµν γˆ
)
ǫ−− + 12∂µH˜γ
µγˆǫ+− + 14√3e
−H˜ F˜µνγµν γˆǫ++ = 0 ,(
−e− H˜2 + 1
4
√
3
e−HFµνγµν γˆ
)
ǫ+− − 12∂µH˜γµγˆǫ−− − 14√3e
−H˜ F˜µνγµν γˆǫ−+ = 0 ,(
e−
H˜
2 +
1
4
√
3
e−HFµνγµν γˆ
)
ǫ−+ + 12∂µH˜γ
µγˆǫ++ − 14√3e
−H˜ F˜µνγµν γˆǫ+− = 0 . (B.12)
Great simplification occurs if we take F˜(2) = 0, in which case, {ǫ++, ǫ−+} decouple from
{ǫ−−, ǫ+−}. We can rewrite the above equations as
∇ρ

 ǫ++
γˆǫ−+

+ 1
8
√
3
e−HFµν γˆγµνγρ

γˆǫ−+
ǫ++

 = 0 , (B.13)
(
ie−
H
2 − 1
2
∂µHγ
µγˆ
) ǫ++
γˆǫ−+

+ 1
4
√
3
e−HFµνγµν

γˆǫ−+
ǫ++

 = 0 , (B.14)
(
e−
H˜
2 +
1
4
√
3
e−HFµνγµν γˆ
) ǫ++
γˆǫ−+

− 1
2
∂µH˜γ
µ

γˆǫ−+
ǫ++

 = 0 , (B.15)
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and
∇ρ

 ǫ+−
γˆǫ−−

+ 1
8
√
3
e−HFµν γˆγµνγρ

γˆǫ−−
ǫ+−

 = 0 , (B.16)
(
ie−
H
2 − 1
2
∂µHγ
µγˆ
) ǫ+−
γˆǫ−−

+ 1
4
√
3
e−HFµνγµν

γˆǫ−−
ǫ+−

 = 0 , (B.17)
(
−e− H˜2 + 1
4
√
3
e−HFµνγµν γˆ
) ǫ+−
γˆǫ−−

− 1
2
∂µH˜γ
µ

γˆǫ−−
ǫ+−

 = 0 . (B.18)
Now it is easy to see that there are in fact four independent combinations
ǫ++ ± γˆǫ−+ , ǫ+− ± γˆǫ−− . (B.19)
Any one but only one of the above four independent combinations can be the pseudo-
Killing spinor. We can thus choose one combination and drop the subscript, giving rise to
the following equations. [
∇ρ + 1
8
√
3
e−HFµν γˆγµνγρ
]
ǫ = 0 , (B.20)[
ie−
H
2 − 12∂µHγµγˆ +
1
4
√
3
e−HFµνγµν
]
ǫ = 0 , (B.21)[
me−
H˜
2 +
1
4
√
3
e−HFµνγµν γˆ − 12∂µH˜γµ
]
ǫ = 0 , (B.22)
where m = ±1.
We are now in the position to proceed to derive the bubbling solution. As in the previous
example in appendix A, we start by defining the following real spinor bilinears
f1 = iǫ¯ǫ, f2 = ǫ¯γˆǫ, Kµ = ǫ¯γµǫ, Lµ = ǫ¯γµγˆǫ, Yµν = ǫ¯γµνǫ, (B.23)
as well as the complex spinor bilinears
Lcµ = ǫ¯
cγµǫ, Y
c
µν = ǫ¯
cγµνǫ, (B.24)
where ǫ¯ = ǫ+γ0ˆ and ǫ¯c = ǫtγ2ˆ. We find
∇µf1 = − 1
4
√
3
e−HǫµνρσFνρKσ , (B.25)
∇µf2 = 1
2
√
3
e−HFµνKν , (B.26)
∇µKν = 1
4
√
3
e−H
(
ǫµν
λρFλρf1 − 2Fµνf2
)
, (B.27)
∇µLν = − 1
4
√
3
e−H
(
gµνFλρY
λρ + 2FµρY
ρ
ν + 2FνρY
ρ
µ
)
, (B.28)
∇µLcν =
1
4
√
3
e−H
(
gµνF
λρY cλρ + 2Fµ
ρY cρν + 2Fν
ρY cρµ
)
. (B.29)
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Thus Kµ is a Killing vector while the form L = Lµdx
µ and Lc = Lcµdx
µ are (locally) exact.
Using Fierz identities we have
K · L = 0 , L2 = −K2 = f21 + f22 . (B.30)
Since L = Lµdx
µ is (locally) exact, we can choose a coordinate y through
dy = Lµdx
µ (B.31)
The other three coordinates can be chosen to lie in the subspace orthogonal to y such that
ds2 = h2dy2 + gαβdx
αdxβ , h−2 = L2 = f21 + f
2
2 . (B.32)
Let us now look at the Killing vector Kµ. Using the relation
0 = KµLµ = K
yLy = K
y (B.33)
we find that Kα is a vector in the three-dimensional space spanned by xα. Choosing one of
the coordinates along Kα (we shall call it t), the most general metric of the four-dimensional
subspace is given by
ds2 = −h−2(dt+ Vidxi)2 + h2(dy2 + g˜ijdxidxj) (B.34)
where i, j = 1, 2. The signature is thus determined by the fact that the Killing vector K is
time-like.
The equation of motion for the 4-form, d ∗11 G(4) = 0, implies that
d(eH˜−H ∗4 dB) = 0 (B.35)
Let us split the vector field B as
Bµdx
µ = Btdt+Bαdx
α = Bt(dt+ Vidx
i) + (Bα−BtVα)dxα ≡ Bt(dt+ Vidxi) + Bˆ . (B.36)
Then its field strength F = dB is
F = dBt ∧ (dt+ V ) + (dBˆ +BtdV ) ,
∗4F = h2 ∗3 dBt + h−2(dt+ V ) ∧ ∗3(dBˆ +BtdV ) , (B.37)
where ∗3 is defined in ds23 = dy2 + g˜ijdxidxj. Then (B.35) implies
d ∗3
[
h−2eH˜−H(dBˆ +BtdV )
]
= 0 . (B.38)
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This means that locally we can introduce a dual potential Φ:
dBˆ +BtdV = h
2 eH−H˜ ∗3 dΦ (B.39)
Thus the vector field B can be described by its time component Bt together with the
potential Φ. The time component of (B.35) leads to the equation:
d
[
V ∧ dΦ+ h2eH˜−H ∗3 dBt
]
= 0 (B.40)
As shown in section 6 and remarked in section 8, there is an additional constrain (8.1)
from the integrability condition. For our ansatz, it implies that F ∧F = 0, which gives rise
to
dBt ∧ ∗3dΦ = 0 ⇒ ∂µBt ∂µΦ = 0 . (B.41)
From the equation (B.26) and the fact that Bi is independent of t, we find
∂µf2 =
1
2
√
3
e−H∂µBt, i.e. df2 =
1
2
√
3
e−HdBt . (B.42)
By using (B.21), we find
∂µBt = FµνK
ν = 14 ǫ¯[γµ, 6 F ]ǫ =
√
3ǫ¯[γµ,−ieH2 + 12eH∂νHγν γˆ]ǫ =
√
3(∂µe
H)f2 . (B.43)
Thus
∂µf2 =
1
2f2∂µH ⇒ f2 = c2e
1
2
H , Bt =
2√
3
c2e
3
2
H . (B.44)
From the equation (B.25), we find
∂µf1 = − 1
4
√
3
e−HǫµνρσFνρKσ = − 1
2
√
3
(∗4F )µνKν = 1
2
√
3
e−H˜∂µΦ . (B.45)
By using (B.22), we have
ǫµνρσF
νρKσ =
i
2
Fνρǫ¯γˆ{γµ, γνρ}ǫ = −2
√
3eH∂µH˜f1 (B.46)
Thus
∂µf1 =
1
2f1∂µH˜ ⇒ f1 = c1e
1
2
H˜ , Φ =
2√
3
c1e
3
2
H˜ . (B.47)
By choosing the overall sign of the five-form flux and an appropriate rescaling of the Killing
spinor, we may set
c1 = −1 . (B.48)
From (B.21) and (B.22)
γµ∂µ(H + H˜)ǫ = (2me
− H˜
2 − 2iγˆe−H2 )ǫ . (B.49)
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Thus
− ∂µ(H + H˜)e
1
2
H˜ = ∂µ(H + H˜)f1 =
i
2
∂ν(H + H˜)ǫ¯{γµ, γν}ǫ
= − i
2
ǫ¯[γµ, 2me
− H˜
2 − 2iγˆe−H2 ]ǫ = −2e−H2 Lµ ,
c2∂µ(H + H˜)e
1
2
H = ∂µ(H + H˜)f2 =
1
2∂ν(H + H˜)ǫ¯γˆ{γµ, γν}ǫ
= 12 ǫ¯γˆ{γµ, 2me−
H˜
2 − 2iγˆe−H2 }ǫ = −2me− H˜2 Lµ . (B.50)
It follows that
e
1
2
(H+H˜) = y + c3 , c2 = −m. (B.51)
By an appropriate shift of y, we can set c3 = 0. Now we find that
h−2 = f21 + f
2
2 = e
H + eH˜ . (B.52)
The equationsKt = 1 and Ly = 1 imply that ǫ
†ǫ = h−1 and ǫ†γ0ˆγˆγ3ˆǫ = h−1 respectively.
Thus we find
0 = ǫ†
[
1− γ0ˆγˆγ3ˆ
]
ǫ = 12ǫ
†
[
1− γ0ˆγˆγ3ˆ
]† [
1− γ0ˆγˆγ3ˆ
]
ǫ (B.53)
It follows [
1− γ0ˆγˆγ3ˆ
]
ǫ = 0, or
[
1− iγ1ˆγ2ˆ
]
ǫ = 0 (B.54)
Substituting (B.51) back to (B.49), we find(√
1 + eH−H˜γ3ˆ + iγˆ −meH−H˜2
)
ǫ = 0
⇒
(
e−2mγ
3ˆ ξ + i γ3ˆγˆ
)
ǫ = 0 . (B.55)
where sinh 2ξ = e
1
2
(H−H˜). It implies that the Killing spinor has the form
ǫ = emγ
3ˆ ξǫ1 , (1 + i γ
3ˆγˆ)ǫ1 = 0, (B.56)
Inserting (B.56) into the expression (B.47) for f1 gives
e
1
2
H˜ = iǫ¯1e
−mγ3ˆ ξemγ
3ˆ ξǫ1 = iǫ
†
1γ
0ˆǫ1 . (B.57)
Thus
ǫ1 = e
1
4
H˜ǫ0 , ǫ
†
0γ
0ˆǫ0 = −i ,
ǫtǫ = e
1
2
H˜ǫt0(cosh 2ξ + sinh 2ξ γ
3ˆ)ǫ0
= e
1
2
H˜(cosh 2ξ ǫt0ǫ0 − i sinh 2ξ ǫ¯c0γ2ˆγˆǫ0) = h−1 ǫt0ǫ0 (B.58)
From the above expressions for Killing spinor we find
Lc
0ˆ
= ǫtγ2ˆγ0ˆǫ = ǫ¯
cγˆγ3ˆǫ = 0
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Lc
1ˆ
= ǫtγ2ˆγ1ˆǫ = i ǫ
tǫ = ih−1ǫt0ǫ0
Lc
2ˆ
= ǫtγ2ˆγ2ˆǫ = ǫ
tǫ = h−1ǫt0ǫ0
Lc
3ˆ
= ǫtγ2ˆγ3ˆǫ = ǫ¯
cγˆγ0ˆǫ = 0
Lc = Lcνˆe
νˆ
µdx
µ = (ǫt0ǫ0)(ie˜
1ˆ
i + e˜
2ˆ
i )dx
i (B.59)
Where e˜cˆi is the vielbein of the metric g˜ij = e˜
cˆ
i e˜
cˆ
j and e
iˆ
i = he˜
iˆ
j is the full vielbein for the
four dimensional metric in the directions 1,2 . The equation dLc = 0 implies that ǫ0 is
independent of the time t. Then we can make it to be a constant spinor by setting the
phase of ǫ0 to zero via a local Lorentz rotation in the (x1, x2)-plane. Under this gauge
choice, the equation dL = 0 further implies that the vielbeins e˜cˆi are independent of y and
that the two dimensional metric is flat. So we choose coordinates such that g˜ij = δij .
From (B.27) we find that
d[h−2(dt+ V )] = −dK = − 1√
3
e−H (f1 ∗4 F − f2 F )
=
1√
3
e
H˜
2
−H
[
h2 ∗3 dBt + eH−H˜(dt+ V ) ∧ dΦ
]
− m√
3
e−
H
2
[
dBt ∧ (dt+ V ) + h2eH−H˜ ∗3 dΦ
]
. (B.60)
It follows that
h−2dV =
1√
3
h2
[
e
1
2
H˜−H ∗3 dBt −me
1
2
H−H˜ ∗3 dΦ
]
= −mh2y ∗3 d(H − H˜) (B.61)
Let
H± = 12 (H ± H˜) , D = −12m tanhH− (B.62)
we find
dV = −2m
(
eH + eH˜
)−2
y ∗3 dH− = y−1 ∗3 dD . (B.63)
Finally, the consistency condition d2V = 0 implies
∂2iD + y∂y
(
1
y
∂yD
)
= 0 . (B.64)
The additional condition is
∂µBt ∂
µΦ = 0⇒ ∂µH ∂µH˜ = 0⇒ (∂iD)2 + (∂yD)2 = y−2(1−D2)2 (B.65)
We can now assemble the final solution, and we present the result in section 8. Note that we
remove the subscript in the notation H− in the presentation of the solution. The discussion
of the properties of the solution can be found there.
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